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Editorial

Hopefully you all had a good
summer and managed to
enjoy any plans you had. We
had periods of hot weather
which many people struggle
with, so I hope you managed
to stay both well hydrated
and cool.
As you will see, this edition
has the updates from Home
Artificial Nutrition (HAN) week which included
some new resources for members and our annual get
together.
If you managed to fulfil any travel plans during the
summer or have any stories or information, you’d like
to share with fellow PINNT members please send it in
so we can include it in the next newsletter.
We put out a plea to members – if you can offer time to
sit on the executive committee of PINNT please get in
touch with us on comms@pinnt.com if we don’t have
offers from new volunteers PINNT will not continue.
Officially we said a very sad farewell to Sylvia Cottee
at our annual get together. Finally, she retired and, while
we will miss her enormously, we wish her well and
hope she enjoys all her hobbies and interests. We look
forward to saying ‘hello’ to new volunteers during 2019
– please do get in touch.
Carolyn
Chair PINNT
Online email:
comms@pinnt.com
Online address:
PO Box 3126, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS

Online Contacts
Executive Officers:
General Secretary - Steve Brown - 07500 871547
Email: sbrown@pinnt.com
Chair - Carolyn Wheatley - 01202 481625
Email: cwheatley@pinnt.com
Online:
PO Box 3126, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS
Email: info@pinnt.com
Telephone: 01202 481625
PINNT:
PO Box 3126, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS
Email: info@pinnt.com
Website: www.pinnt.com
VNT – Virtual Nutrition Team (Advisory Board)
Email: VNT@pinnt.com
National Secretary:
Julie Connery
Email: secretary@pinnt.com

Rip-roaring garden party fundraiser front cover photo!
Well!... 29th June 2019 has come and gone. Our village garden open day was a rip-roaring success. This year specific activities
in our garden were done to support PINNT.
We can reveal that on the day – through a plant tombola, homemade strawberry ice cream and a few Pimms – we raised a cool
ice cream figure of £405. With further donations after the event we made a grand total of £425.00.
As with all functions the weather is the key factor. With temperatures approaching 30˚C, the ice cream went down a storm - the
main challenge was stopping the ice cream from melting.
So, with a fair amount of help this year’s garden day passed off without any hospitalization unlike the last time. Two other
TPNers came, Sandra and Janet. Forming the singing group – Three degrees: Whose checking their body temperature now!
See fitting photograph of all three,
Janet holding a pint milk bottle as the
advertising for the event (pictured top
left). The bottle had been found during
the excavation for the footings of our
extension. Phil Roberts also came
along; Phil runs the Leicester PINNT
meetings.
Although the prospect of them singing
could have been tuneful, they were
no match for the roving barber shop
singers.
So, a big thank you to all our helpers,
the next one beckons.
Mark Oldham
Ed says: Another successful event
Jackie and Mark, well done for all your
efforts. You are fabulous advocates for
PINNT. It was marvellous to see you
again at the annual get together in
August.

Ooops I just can’t wait!
Before you go out do you find yourself worrying about
where the nearest loo will be… and feel that you can’t
relax and enjoy yourself without knowing? Many HAN
users feel concerned about this – so, be assured you are
not alone. Although PINNT does not yet have its own
card we can recommend one that is free when ordered
from the Bowel and Bladder Community website. The
card gives discreet but clear information informing others
that you are unable to wait to use the toilet facilities. You
can obtain one online by simply filling in a few details.
Please read all the information about the card carefully
when applying online. Visit: www.bladderandbowel.
org/help-information/just-can’t-wait-card/
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Rufus the Rucksack

My diagnosis of base-of-tongue cancer over three years
ago, was a huge shock to both my wife Elizabeth and I.
Sadly, I am now completely nil-by-mouth and relying
totally on enteral nutrition and liquid medication every
four–five hours. It made a big impact on our lives. Suddenly
our social life ground to a halt – no more Sunday lunches
at our favourite restaurants, or days out where we would
normally have stopped at a country pub for a meal. Even
holidays ceased as travelling seemed to pose so many
obstacles.
I drew strength from the discipline of my 23 years serving
as a Royal Navy Officer, and despite having asbestosis
in both lungs and at nearly 84-years-of-age, decided to
embrace, instead of object, to my new lifestyle.
With the help and encouragement of Jane Gagg and
David Reddaway from the Community Nutrition Team at
Torbay Hospital, who introduced me to PINNT, our lives
have changed. My ENT surgeon and nurse – Kathy from
Fresenius Kabi – also supported our plans. With the pump
in a feeding rucksack (which we called RUFUS), it meant I
could discreetly feed whilst out and about, which suddenly
opened up the outside world to us again, as other than
hospital and hospice appointments, we had never left our
apartment for a full day. We began cautiously with a few
days out locally in Teignmouth and Torquay, as we were
still a little nervous of travelling, but the medical tag from
PINNT for the rucksack certainly gave me confidence to
face any challenges.
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Our first holiday has been a short 90-minute flight from
Exeter to Bergerac in South West France to stay with
relatives near the Dordogne. Fresenius Kabi delivered
10 days’ supply of liquid nutrition including pouches for
RUFUS and our travel agents, Hayes of Teignmouth,
arranged special assistance, not because I needed a
wheelchair, but to smooth out the paperwork necessary
for taking a slightly complicated computerised pump and
a large quantity of liquid medication on board an aircraft.
We experienced no problems at either airports and even
managed to educate a few officials. I fed with RUFUS
in the departure lounge at Exeter before boarding and
was pleased to show off RUFUS and explain about my
feeding difficulties. No one had ever seen the medical tag
before, but it definitely helped by giving me confidence.
On holiday, I was able to enjoy a full day out every third
day and accompanied Elizabeth to a few evening meals in

restaurants. She simply
explained that I could
not eat or drink and no
one seemed to mind the
occasional bleep from
RUFUS.
I feel confident now
about travelling on short
flights and am already
making plans to return
to France in October.
In the meantime, I
am looking forward to
exploring more parts of
beautiful Devon.
John Cook

HAN week 2019
Another overwhelmingly successful
week. Our theme ‘This is me’ certainly
captured the imagination of members
and we were delighted with the response.
We had the support of healthcare
professionals, industry and professional
organisation and associations.
Our social media forums, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram were busy with likes and shares.
We celebrated the individuality of each one of our members; we hope in some small way
we made it clear that we are all entitled to be who we are! We must not allow other people
to dictate or set the rules about life on home artificial nutrition. Yes, we have treatments in
common but that’s it, every one of us has a different journey to take. Supporting each other is vital, we can empathise
with the stories we hear from fellow members. Let us not fall into the trap where illnesses and treatments become
competitive; everything is personal to the individual. Our individuality makes us who we are.
We are delighted to share the activity of Home Artificial Nutrition (HAN) Week with you all, some of you will have
seen it on social media, but it’s always good to be reminded about the successes of our charity.
Let us start with the individual patient stories we featured.

Reach out to others – Angeline’s story

I live with my partner, Remco, and our
cat, Polly and I've been fed by home
artificial nutrition (HAN) for twenty
years – the first nineteen of them on
enteral feeding. For the last year I have
been fed via parenteral nutrition (PN).
I've had severe, aggressive Crohn's
disease since I was a kid, so I lost a
lot of my small intestine to surgery,
resulting in Short Bowel Syndrome
and intestinal failure.

Remco and I are indie authors with
a collection of short fantasy fiction,
The Red Man and Others, due
out on Kindle this August. In the
past I've been a freelance film and
theatre critic, and written about
folklore, pop culture and disability
in places like The Toast (the-toast.
net), Fortean Times (forteantimes.
com) and Culture Northern Ireland
(culturenorthernireland.org).
I was surprised by how much
confidence it gave me to learn to
do my own PN infusions, so in the
past year I've been trying to learn
new hobbies and skills. So far,
I've experimented with learning
crocheting, and playing online games
such as Magic: The Gathering and
Dungeons and Dragons. I also do
a lot of photography and I'm really
interested in how participating in the
arts can improve mental health.
Whenever we’ve taken holidays in the
past we've always stayed with relatives
in the UK and the Netherlands, and
it was easy enough to have enteral
feed and giving sets delivered to their
homes, but in August we'll be travelling
for the first time since I started HPN
and we're doing something different.
We're going to the World Science
Fiction Convention, which is in
Dublin this year (conveniently, so is
my PN provider), sharing an Airbnb

with friends. Our friends have kindly
agreed to give up the fridge so we can
use it solely for PN, so we're going to
bring an electric cool box down for
basics, and otherwise eat out a lot!
My best advice for anyone out there
living with HAN is to get in contact
with people who are thriving on it
already, because it's a lot less scary if
you can see how much potential your
life has because of HAN, not despite
it. HAN is a very hidden thing; a lot of
people have never heard of it before
they need it, and you don't necessarily
notice us in the community, living
our lives. But we're out here and the
internet is fantastic for bringing us
together.
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Tragedy and joy – John’s story
I am 73-years-young and am fed via
parenteral nutrition (PN) five nights
a week. I am married to Brenda and
father to Richard (who tragically
passed away seven years ago) and
Karen. I also have four grandchildren.
My home artificial nutrition (HAN)
story began when I went away on a
Christmas break in 2015, contracted
the flu, came home and felt very
unwell. I was referred from the local
hospital to Southampton where I
was diagnosed with intestinal failure
with no known cause, although it was
believed to be the result of a viral
infection.

On my PN journey I started out
having a nursing service, and was fed
via a PICC line, which was changed to
a central line six months ago. Now the
nursing has been reduced because I’ve
been taught to do it myself; one nurse
said it was like losing part of the family
after four years of visiting me! To be
honest, I’m free! I was at death’s door,
I needed nursing care but now I can
do it myself and I feel I have my life
back! This is the one thing that I wish
I’d known at the start – being able to
self-care is so liberating.
Brenda has been to hell and back with
me; seven years ago, we lost our son,
and just two years after that, I was taken
ill. Life has been rubbish, until I turned
the corner by having the central line
placed. As a family it’s been a terrible
time but now, we are finally enjoying
ourselves. We both love our coach trip
holidays and are keen to enjoy as many
holidays as we can.
Gardening is my main hobby; it’s
rewarding to keep the garden tidy and
then sit back and see the fruits of my
labour. I really feel as if I’ve achieved
something when I’ve cut the hedge or
the lawn, the garden is my sanctuary.
Brenda, my wife and I really enjoy
relaxing in the garden.

I also like to read thrillers, murder
mysteries and war books. I enjoy
watching football which drives my wife
crazy! I’m a dedicated Manchester
United fan! We have a Mediterranean
cruise coming up in September,
which is 14 days on P&O Britannia.
We cannot wait to board that ship
– we really deserve this holiday; it
is the trip of a lifetime. We are very
much looking forward to sharing the
experience with our granddaughter
Maria and her boyfriend.
My advice to others is go for it in life,
don’t sit about wallowing in being
ill, make the most of what you can
do. PINNT is a great resource for
helping with things like travel and
it is marvellous to be able to talk to
people who know what you are going
through and can give genuine advice.

One day at a time – Doe’s story

I cope with my life by taking each
day as it comes. I have a naso jejunal
(NJ) tube for mobility issues of the
oesophagus and stomach. I also suffer
with dysmotility. I am due to get a
percutaneous endoscopic gastrojejunostomy (PEGJ) following further
tests. I suffered placental abruption
during two of my pregnancies resulting
in a full abdominal hysterectomy
leaving scar tissue and nerve damage.
Additionally, I have also suffered with
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fibromyalgia, migraines, asthmas and
intermittent depression. To cope with
all this, I follow my nan's motto – one
day at a time!
I have three beautiful children. My
eldest is 24 and left home a few months
ago and has a fantastic career and
an apartment on the waterfront. My
middle son is 17 – he has fibromyalgia
and is on the autism spectrum. He is an
amazing, loving, kind-hearted boy and
is due to start an animal behaviour level
3 diploma in September. My youngest
son is 11. He has Type 1 Diabetes. He
is also an extremely loving and kindhearted boy. He is very bright and due
to go to senior school in September.
As you can see, there's a lot to deal
with in my family – but I keep going
because I must for my children and

myself. I am also fortunate to have
fabulous support from my mother and
father. We have our ups and downs,
but we have a lot of love which gets
us through. One day at a time is all
we follow.

Lots of fun and lots of storage room
– Ezekiel’s story, by his mum
The team around Ezekiel are excellent
and give both Ezekiel and our family
a lot of support. He had a brilliant
relationship with his complex nurse,
Shelly, and trusts her 100 per cent.
When our family started out on this
journey, I had no idea how much
storage we would need! We have had
to have an under-stair cupboard and
shed built to store all the medical
equipment - Ezekiel’s delivery is 50
boxes each month!

When Ezekiel first stared feeding as
a baby we had no idea how complex
his feeding journey would be. Even
though he has had multiple admissions
and surgeries in the past five years he
doesn’t let anything stop him from
having fun and being a little boy!
Ezekiel is now six-years-old. He had a
percutaneous endoscopic gastrotomy
(PEG) fitted in 2014 and jejunostomy
(JEJ) feeding tube in 2017 due to
multiple allergy and gut dysmotility.
He loves going to school and playing
with his friends, especially his best
friend Mikey. He enjoys attending
Forest School on a Friday afternoon
and being the helping hand to take
the register to the office. Ezekiel is
always happy and likes everything to
be tidy! He is so brave and always tries
his best at everything. He likes going
swimming, dancing and to drama
group. This year Ezekiel will be in the
pantomime.

the airport we need to take an eightseater taxi!
You will lose friends but will gain
stronger friends throughout. Your
days change, your plans will change,
but a real friend just accepts you and
your family for who they are. On a
positive note JEJ feeding has been
a great decision for Ezekiel. It has
improved the quality of his life. He
is gaining weight and growing on his
nutrition and regular contact with
his dietitian means this is constantly
monitored.
One thing that would make Ezekiel’s
(and our) journey easier would be premade feed, his is not (it’s hypoallergic
feed) so takes more organisation,
more storage extra resources etc. A
pre-made feed would be much easier.
We are so grateful that we have an
amazing NHS who keep our little boy
alive. PINNT has been great support
to us as a family and Ezekiel loves
looking at his magazine and attending
the fun days in the summer.

Raising a tube fed child can throw
some major changes and challenges
in the mix. Juggling childcare, afterschool activities, birthdays, Christmas,
alongside theatre slots is hard work.
One important thing is to pick a great
school which will support the whole
family. Our school is amazing!
Going on holiday is a challenge. We
can’t fit all the luggage and medical
equipment into the car, so to get to

A very full life ... but hold the long-haul travel!
– Molly’s story
I’m nearly 76 years of age, but I’m slim,
active and take part in many enjoyable
activities. I’ve always tried to eat
healthily but from the age of nineteen
I had Crohn’s disease and eating was a
problem. Now I’m on PN every day (an
operation to remove most of my large
and small bowels took place in 2010),

however, life has never been so good. I
sing in a choir, play in a small recorder
ensemble, play the guitar – leading the
singing session for toddlers and babies
at my local library, go swimming twice
a week, take long walks, ride a bike,
go to plays and concerts and generally
enjoy life. The hassle of long holidays

around the world is not for me, but
short breaks in the UK – mostly staying
with friends around the country is very
enjoyable. I’ve done the travelling
before and although there are lots of
places, I’d quite like to visit, I really
can’t be bothered with all the difficulties
associated with going abroad.
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Going out always requires thought
as to how and when I connect my
PN. I must plan. When a concert is
loud and informal, I’ll connect before
it, but for a classical concert, where
a silent audience is a necessity, I will
connect afterwards. I never wear
my pump and PN at the cinema as I
know people will hear it and may be
suspicious – I mostly go to matinees.
With virtually no bowel, I have a
stoma of course. This also requires
a period of adjustment, but now I

have no pain and I can control – to
an extent – the stoma activity by
regulating the time and the amount
that I eat and drink. That of course
is sometimes a nuisance and I always
try to meet with friends for lunch
rather than an evening meal to limit
the stoma activity overnight. I talk
about my condition to anyone who
shows an interest as I think it benefits
all fellow sufferers for other people
to realise that there are many hidden
disabilities that people cope with daily.

Strangers are amazed and fascinated
when they find out about my feed and
stoma. It also makes them appreciate
their own simpler lives.
Never be afraid if you are told you
need intravenous feeding. You’ll very
soon get used to it and will appreciate
the miraculous way it enhances your
life.
Many thanks to PINNT for the help
and encouragement I’ve received over
the years.

I feel so lucky – Tracy’s story
I’ve been on parenteral nutrition (PN)
for 20 years, after being very ill. Initially
the doctors were unable to find the
problem; I had test after test and was put
on enteral feed, which was of no help.
Finally, I was diagnosed with Superior
Mesenteric Artery Syndrome and
Neuropathic Small Bowel Pseudoobstruction.
I have a truly remarkable husband,
David, one daughter, Lisa, a son-in-law,
Ian, and the loves of my life, my three
grandchildren, Lewis 17, Ryan 16, and
my little princess Olivia, 12. I also have
my little friend pops – a cocker spaniel.
Everyone has been there to love and
support me. How did one girl get to be
so lucky!

I was a very busy lady at the time, with
a young daughter, and all I wanted
was to feel well and get on with things
and enjoy my life. At that point I never
thought it would be possible, but then I
met an amazing lady – Carolyn – who
could relate to how I was feeling. She is
the Chair of PINNT – a great charity,
but first and foremost she is my friend!
And I have been able to join the PINNT
Committee to support others.
I am now able to benefit from home
artificial nutrition (HAN) because my
condition and treatment is stable and
controlled. I’m not saying it’s easy, far
from it. Personally, I believe mind over
matter can make a big difference! Having
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medical conditions isn’t something I’m
pleased about, nor having PN but I can’t
change it, I’ve learnt to live with it and
enjoy what I can do rather than what I
can’t do.
As a society, things are changing so
rapidly; in the past we would get PINNT
magazine and read stories of different
people’s lives, and different area groups
(all still available). Nowadays most
things are done by social media, which
obviously has its positive side, but also
a lot of negativity, which I really do get
upset over.
I really love being part of PINNT, as I
can help others to the best of my ability.
A lot of things I get asked I have been
through myself.

Take Two! The last day of patient stories during HAN
week featured Paul Phillips and Paul Phillips. One has
enteral (tube) feeding and one has intravenous (HPN)
feeding, read on to find out more ...

Still active and alive! – Paul’s story
I’m now aged 62 and 25 years ago I was treated with
extensive radiotherapy for oral cancer. I also had a stroke
eight years ago and, as a result, I had surgery on my carotid
artery. My swallowing was affected by the stroke and the
historic radiotherapy damage. I have had a percutaneous
endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) for five years. At first it
was to supplement my oral intake. Now I have all my feed
through the PEG.

I have been married for 34 years and am the father of
two grown-up children – a boy and a girl aged 32 and 29
respectively, and one grandchild aged four. I took early
retirement at 58 as I was finding it increasingly difficult
communicating with people over the phone. There was an
early retirement package available, a few of my colleagues
of a similar age were taking it, so it made sense for me to
take the offer as well.
Since retirement I keep busy by looking after four
gardens for elderly people. I also clean a local village hall.
Unfortunately, my life-time hobby stopped after my stroke,
I used to play lead guitar in a band. I found that I had a
slight delay in the timing of my playing. I had a lot of
other things to contend with at the time so guitar playing
took a back seat. I never really got back into it.
I still play badminton once a week and have been doing
that for 41 years; I also go to the gym and enjoy walks and
visit National Trust gardens. My wife and I also spend a
lot of time with our grandchild.
When it comes to holidays, my wife and I have a touring
caravan and have been away several times since I became
totally dependent on PEG feeding. I have travelled abroad
twice since having a PEG – both times on cruises. On the
cruises I was still supplementing my oral intake. I think
cruising is the easiest way to travel if you are PEG fed.

However, we plan to travel to Australia next Easter to
see our daughter. I have contacted my nutrition delivery
provider. They have confirmed they will deliver to our
destination address in Australia (although I will doublecheck with them closer to the time before we book
anything).
I’m not going to lie, feeding via PEG has its challenging
times – the actual mechanics of my feeding is now relatively
okay, although I still never get that feeling of being totally
full and satisfied. However, I’m still able to live a relatively
active life, enjoying some of my hobbies and gardening.
Living on home artificial nutrition (HAN) means a
complete lifestyle change, which affects not only you but
your nearest and dearest! The main thing I choose to
remember is that this treatment has saved my life.
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My ironic life! – Paul’s story
I have been on parenteral nutrition (PN) since January
2007 following an illness that I contracted from a fish
parasite, which resulted in me having all my intestines
removed. I have gone from seven nights a week PN to
five, which is nice as it gives me two nights off to do other
things. I am married to Sue, a Baptist Minister, we have
two sons, both married and one grandson.

I enjoy gardening, walking, cooking, especially for the
family at Christmas (again a bit ironic) and obviously
travelling. My advice for anyone starting off on PN is that
although it is now part of your life, don’t let it rule your
life, try not to give up what you have always enjoyed, if
possible.

I work four days a week (trying to cut down to three)
as the head of operations of a factory for a global food
manufacturing company, which is a bit ironic really as I
don’t need to eat! I have always travelled a lot and have
continued to do so despite being on PN; I am fortunate
enough to be able to use multi-chamber bags when
travelling. I have been to Australia for four weeks, which
turned out to be a bit of hassle as I hadn’t catered for
small internal flights with all my feeds at the beginning of
the holiday. I have enjoyed cruises, which have got to be
the easiest way to travel with PN. I always try and have a
week in the sun or skiing at the beginning of the year. This
year I have bought a touring van and will be travelling
around Europe in August.
During HAN week and at our annual gathering, we realised that some members do not understand
the different types of treatments that fellow PINNT members have. Enteral/tube feeding differs from
Intravenous/HPN and vice versa. We will include a feature in the next newsletter to explain this further.
Also, the homecare varies in terms of contracting and the type of service offered.
Warning: Please do not attempt to stockpile items in fear or expectation of shortages during Brexit
uncertainty, items go out of date and panic causes shortages!

‘This is me’ posters
We provided templates for people to complete during HAN week; they were used on social media
and generated good interest but more importantly awareness of who is involved in home artificial
nutrition. Here are a few of the posters shared…
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HAN week resource launch The Transition Booklets Project
Angela tells us about the Transition Project and explains
why she feels three booklets are needed. “Due to medical
and surgical advances over recent years we have seen
increased numbers of young people requiring HPN
moving in adult care services. The Transition Project with
PINNT provides support and guidance for the triangle
of partners involved in the pathway to Transition. We
have incorporated the guidance from Books, Smith etc...
2017 to help bring Transition alive for young people and
families.

PINNT together with nurse specialist Angela Cole
is delighted to announce the Transition Booklets
Project. The first booklet has just been published –
Transition for young people with intestinal failure
– for those moving from paediatric to adult care.
Angela is a Clinical Nurse Specialist (CNS) for children
with Intestinal Failure. Her work involves co-ordinating
training and the discharge process for children and
families going home with parenteral nutrition. The safe
and effective care for children requiring HPN requires
excellent communication and working relationships with
community professionals such as those in continuing care
and education. As the child and families care pathway
continues her role develops into supporting transition
into adult services and ensuring that all young adults
receiving HPN have access to resources to reach their full
potential.

We hope that hospitals that care for children and young
people as well as adults will incorporate the Transition
documents and tools into pathways and practices to help
young people achieve a meaningful Transition as well as
the crucial skills of independence
PINNT members can request one free copy of this booklet
by emailing secretary@pinnt.com When making your
request please include:
• Your full name
• Your PINNT membership number
• Your full postal address
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HAN week resource launch Living with Artificial Nutrition Booklet
PINNT is delighted to announce that the new booklet 'Living with
Artificial Nutrition' launched last year during HAN week 2018, has
been published! It’s no longer a download but a printed booklet!
It addresses issues often swept under the carpet such as sex and relationships,
low self-esteem and the emotional impact of living with artificial nutrition. It
is a highly recommended read for anyone on artificial nutrition and for those
who care for someone who does. Everyone living with artificial nutrition will
have their own experiences but it's amazing how many issues and experiences
are common amongst users.
PINNT members can request one free copy of this booklet by emailing
secretary@pinnt.com When making your request please include:
• Your full name
• Your PINNT membership number
• Your full postal address

HAN week 2019 video
We asked members to send in a photo to compile a short
video for HAN week. As the theme was ‘This is Me’ we
asked for photos that depicted the person. We had an
amazing response and couldn’t use all the photos, thankfully
those not included understood. To introduce our video, we
used a gorgeous photo of Charlotte – who could refuse that
infectious smile? If you would like to view the video it’s still
on our website via this link: https://bit.ly/2MCP2QY
Special thanks must be paid to BD (www.bd.com/
en-uk) for producing the ‘HAN week video’, the
‘Welcome to HAN week video’ and the ‘Thanks for
supporting HAN week’ video. Rob is a great camera
man and Heather was an encouraging director.

BAPEN commitment to PINNT during HAN week
BAPEN (British Association for Parenteral and
Enteral Nutrition) was delighted to share a
statement of commitment to PINNT on the last
day of HAN week 2019.
"BAPEN is committed to improving the care for those
who are receiving artificial nutrition support. We will
be surveying patients (and carers/parents) at home to
better understand whether the care that is being delivered
matches that which is needed, in order to determine what
we need to do together to further enhance nutritional care.
We need to know the current reality so that we can build
effectively on the research carried out in Bournemouth
in relation to those on home enteral tube feeding. The
results from the 2019 BAPEN survey will help us prioritise
our 2020 activities, so we can improve standards of
person-centred care for those receiving artificial nutrition
support."
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Dr Trevor Smith, BAPEN President
Liz Anderson, BAPEN Executive
Carolyn Wheatley, BAPEN Executive

Living with an enteral tube
We receive numerous requests to support research projects,
our priority is always to determine how the project and
expected outcomes will support our members. When Sue
Green contacted us and outlined her ideas, we knew this
was a no brainer! Talking to people on tube feeding then
using the feedback to aid the development of standards,
raise awareness and be used as an education resource, was
a brilliant suggestion! Please continue to read the feature
written by Sue. We were also delighted to assist with the
making of a video.
People with enteral tubes and their carers' views of living
with a tube and managing associated problems: A qualitative
interview study.
Why did you carry out the research? I was involved in setting up
a home enteral nutrition team with dietetic and speech and language
therapy colleagues about seven years ago. This made me realise that
there are big differences in the type and amount of support available
for people with enteral tubes and their carers depending on where they
lived. I wanted to understand what people with enteral tubes and their
carers want from services in the community to support them to manage
their therapy at home and use this to inform the planning of services.
What did you learn during the research that you didn’t expect to? Undertaking the research gave me the
opportunity to really listen to people when they talked about their experiences of having an enteral tube. When
I started the research project I wanted to find out about the services and support people wanted with their tubes.
However, as the research allowed people to tell me what they wanted, I learnt much more about what it is like to live
with a tube. Previous research I had read described having an enteral tube as a burden, so I was surprised at how many
people talked about the positive aspects of having a tube. I also did not expect so many people to talk about how they
found the tube uncomfortable at times.
What difference do you see the results of the research making? I want the research to make a difference by
making healthcare practitioners, commissioners and policy makers much more aware of the experiences of people
with enteral tubes and their need to have good services that support them to manage at home. I have talked about the
research at conferences and meetings, published two academic papers and made a film so far! Having the Chair of
PINNT and the BAPEN President involved in the making of the film should really help to share the findings of the
research.
Do you think it will affect future care and education for HCP/decision makers? It is already affecting the
education of healthcare professionals as they are reading about the research. I have been talking about the findings to
healthcare professionals in practice and to student nurses during their university programme.
If you could list up to three things, what would you like to see as positive outcomes from the
research:
1.	The research supports the need to develop a national standard for support for people living at home with enteral
tubes and I would really love to see this happen.
2.	Recognition that home enteral nutrition services should be designed in partnership with people with enteral tubes
and their carers.
3.	Increased healthcare professionals’ knowledge and understanding of enteral tube management.
Sue S M Green RN, PhD
Nursing and Clinical Sciences, Faculty of Health and Social Sciences
Bournemouth University Green
Sue Green was funded by National Institute for Health Research (NIHR)/Health Education England (HEE) and
Clinical Academic Training (CAT) Clinical Lectureship for this research project. The views expressed are those of the
authors and not necessarily those of the NHS, the NIHR, HEE or the Department of Health and Social Care.
A short video can be seen on:
https://bit.ly/2Kl8Nel
You can read the full paper on this link:
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/jocn.14972
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BAXTER Healthcare offer PINNT members a
unique opportunity
As part of HAN week, Baxter is offering existing
PINNT parenteral nutrition (TPN/HPN) members the
opportunity to visit the Baxter Thetford Compounding
unit. We hope this will raise awareness of how a bag of
parenteral nutrition is made; how technical it is and who
makes it!
The venue is: Baxter Healthcare Manufacturing,
Thetford, Norfolk IP24 3SE
Baxter has confirmed that you do not need to be one of
their homecare patients to apply.
Places are very limited; they have a busy schedule to meet,
lots of parenteral nutrition and IV fluids need to be made.
We are working within the parameters of what they have
kindly made available for PINNT. We have yet to confirm
the date for the visit, we hope to by mid-October.
To offer an expression of interest in attending and being
sent further information, please email:
secretary@pinnt.com
What will the tour include?
•	A comprehensive tour of the PN aseptic compounding
facility which provides HPN to Baxter@Home
•	Meet and greet the team involved in making the PN
in the unit
•	Tour of the main Thetford terminally sterilised
manufacturing facility featuring: Automated
production lines used to manufacture IV fluid bags
supplied to home and hospital patients in the UK
(optional time allowing on the day)
Please read the following:
At least one person in your group must be a PN patient;
we cannot accept large groups, 2-4 max persons, one of
whom must be a PINNT member.

•	You will be responsible for your own travel
arrangements and costs.
•	Once date is announced and you have further
information, you will be expected to confirm your
attendance as quickly as possible.
•	Places will be offered on a first come first served
basis.
We received some expressions of interest during
HAN week when it was announced, we will
communicate directly with individuals once the
date is announced to confirm if you still wish to
be considered.

PINNT annual get-together 2019
The culmination of Home
Artificial Nutrition (HAN) week
was the PINNT annual general
meeting and information/fun day
held this August in Birmingham
at the Crowne Plaza Hotel. We
had spacious meeting facilities
that allowed us to be flexible
on the day and allow guests the
freedom to move around all
aspects of the day’s events.
As the meeting was being set up the
evening before, there was lots of
laugher between PINNT Executive
Committee (EC) members trying to
get the bunting put up – who would
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have thought that bunting could be
so difficult to agree how to hang it!
Thankfully it was unanimously agreed
we would go for the wavy look.
As always, the formalities of the day
needed to be addressed. Our chair’s
annual report can be found on page
17 We invited everyone present
to attend as we needed to make a
difficult announcement. We knew
that people would be wondering or
asking questions about the Calea
homecare situation. We were notified
the day before our event that Calea
(home parenteral nutrition supplier)
was intending to come along to our

meeting. PINNT trustees discussed
this and concluded that this was
a PINNT meeting, months in the
planning for members, not a meeting
for Calea to address their PN shortage
issues. We knew people were already
unable to attend due to the situation,
some would not even be aware of it
– basically this was not the time and
place for a face-to-face with those
affected. Our chair contacted Lynn
McCready and made this clear. Calea
was saddened by this news and even
offered to hire a room within the hotel
to talk to anyone who wished to meet
them.

Again, PINNT was clear, this was
not the time and place. We offered,
if they wished, to arrange an event
to support it in any way we could.
Calea asked for it to be made known
that they were asked not to attend;
they wanted to attend to show people
they cared. PINNT members had
personal views on this too but the
decision was made on the basis that
the event was planned for members.
As stated on the day to guests and
Calea, if anyone had or has a concern
regarding this please make it known
to Carolyn Wheatley, PINNT chair:
cwheatley@pinnt.com
The day featured exhibitors from
the main HAN Homecare Providers;
related ancillary equipment and HPN
pumps were also available to see and
discuss. There were workshops on a
range of HAN-related topics, which
allowed attendees to drill down, to
discuss aspects of their own HAN
lifestyle with experts - be it travel,
a birds-eye view on HPN, multi
chamber bags, tube feeding from
many aspects and benefits.

PINNT’s two most recent publications
‘Living with artificial nutrition’ and
‘Transition for young people with
intestinal failure’ were launched
at the event as part of HAN week.
Members could request a free
copy; all information is available on
the PINNT website. Meanwhile,
children’s entertainment kept the
little ones occupied; comfy chairs
and a quiet area was available too for
those who needed it.
One of the high points of the day was
the performance by ‘The Wellbeing
Community Choir’ (the video clip
is on the PINNT Facebook page).
They take a holistic approach to
promoting and maintaining good
mental and physical health through
singing and peer support. They are
open to the whole community, and
particularly individuals suffering with,
or recovering from, a mental illness
or chronic medical disability. The
choir also counts within its members
- friends and family of those suffering
with mental illness, carers, healthcare

professionals, and other members
of the community who can benefit
from improving their health through
song. When our chair saw them sing
at an event earlier in the year, she
secured a booking for PINNT’s event
as she knew everyone present would
relate to them. They were uplifting,
inspirational and brought a tear to
many people’s eyes. To quote one of
our guests, “respect, love and emotion
filled the room”.
The action-packed day concluded
with prizes of all sorts including that of
a generously gifted Tablet taken home
by a worthy and delighted winner;
thanks to everyone who bought raffle
tickets to support PINNT.
During the conclusion Carolyn
Wheatley gave a heartfelt thank you
to Sylvia Cottee who was stepping
down from PINNT’s EC. Words could
not describe the true gratitude for all
Sylvia’s contributions to PINNT; in
her professional life she was a nutrition
nurse, one who truly cared about her
patients and their families.
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She continued this passion within
PINNT, always keen to find the answer
or help people who contacted her.
Her knowledge, care and compassion
has supported PINNT for many
years and we presented her with
some theatre tokens so she can pick
an event that will provide her with
lasting fond memories of PINNT. We
know Sylvia will always be there for
us but officially, we wished Sylvia well
in her retirement from PINNT.
Comments showed that what it’s all
about is people and support - meeting
up again, making new friends, talking,
exchanging experiences - which is
what PINNT is so well known for
providing. The theme of HAN week
2019 shone through – ‘This is me!’ –
everyone manages their own, or their
loved one’s situation with dedication,
passion and commitment.
Folks came from as far away as
Croydon, most from easy reach
of Birmingham and comments
included:
‘On the train looking forward to the
day’
‘Had a fantastic time today’
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‘Met some wonderful people’
‘Another fantastic day’
‘Great to see everyone’
‘Could you pass on to all at PINNT

our thanks for a great day. Also, all the
industry and NHS representatives.
The choir, “what have you done
today, to make you feel proud,” sums
up the day! A lot of work goes on in
the background getting everything
in the right place at the right time.
Thank you’.

A few comments from people
who saw the posts on social
media:
‘Wish I was close, to be able to come’
‘Wish we could have been there.
Maybe next year!’
‘Such a shame that the on-going
PN supply issue prevented us from
coming. We really enjoy meeting
fellow PINNT members, we’ve always
benefited from these events. Most
upset at missing out on what looked
like another fabulous PINNT event.
Being with people who you’re free
to discuss anything with, feed when
you need to and talk all things tubes/
catheters and feed is such a valuable
experience’
It was lovely to see happy people
heading home, emails and phone
numbers being exchanged and lasting
friendship made. Lots of discussion
about all PINNT must do in the year
ahead.
Special mention and thanks to
Barbara Dovaston, Jane Fletcher,
Elaine Sexton and Sharon Clark.
PINNT

Chair’s annual report 2018/19
PINNT has had a very successful year. The appointment
of our National Secretary was a very wise decision and it
has been good to gradually introduce Julie to the world
of PINNT and artificial nutrition. She was introduced
to the wider world of artificial nutrition by attending the
BAPEN annual conference in 2018. During the year she
has taken on several key projects, over the coming year
her role with grow.
Sadly, the offers of help in terms of new executive
committee (EC) members and people to take on special
projects didn’t materialise as we hoped. Again, if people
don’t volunteer then PINNT won’t be able to continue.
At this point I want to thank all current trustees and EC
members for another year of commitment to PINNT. We
all have our own conditions and treatments to manage,
but we unite to further the work of our charity.
There have been some successful PINNT meetings during
the year, other groups didn’t manage to do as they planned;
we’ll be reviewing group activity next year.
Our ability to continue the flow of PINNT resources to
those who request them continues.
Our new closed Facebook page is flourishing. We wanted
to ensure we could do this right before we did it. It’s
friendly and inclusive and we monitor our page very
carefully, there are rules, and these are applied. We have
a responsibility to our members, and we’ve had some
positive feedback.
It’s been a busy year supporting members, it’s a pleasure
when we see members fulfilling their own dreams, the
personal touch makes such a difference for many.

The three aspects of PINNT: *Patient support and
advocacy *Education *Information resource, have all
been key aspects of our work for the past year.
We continue our advocacy roles with BAPEN, the NHS
and NICE and the nutrition industry on a wider scale.
It has been rewarding to see that the work of our ad
hoc committee LITRE has successfully supported the
addition of new ambulatory PN pumps onto the HPN
framework in England. This demonstrates how vital the
user’s perspective is in a productive way.
As a founding member of the International Patient
Association, PACIFHAN, we were pleased to finally
achieve registration so the group can focus on how
to unite patient groups around the world and use our
commonalities to contribute to the world of HAN. The
alliance of patient organisations from around the world
supporting people who live with Chronic Intestinal Failure
and Home Artificial Nutrition (HAN).
As we end this year for PINNT it’s tinged with sadness as
we find ourselves supporting members during a difficult
time in relation to the supply issue of HPN for some
members. We are committed to doing our utmost to
ensure the patient/parents’/carers’ voices are heard. We
believe constructive communication is the right approach
and we will continue to assist as best we can.
Another PINNT year comes to an end. If you can offer
support to PINNT then please do, we want to ensure
we’re here this time next year.
Carolyn Wheatley

PINNT Closed Facebook Page
Thank you to everyone who has become a member of the PINNT Closed Facebook page so far. We
are delighted to say that it is working beautifully as a safe space to share information, ask questions
and support each other. Current members are respecting the rules that have been put in place for
everyone’s benefit. The site is dedicated to PINNT members and is provided as another free resource
for members to ‘meet online’ and discuss their challenges and share information in relative privacy.
There are some questions that must be answered before a request can be accepted. Sadly, we need to
do this as many people try to join the group who are not eligible.
If you would like to know more about joining please email secretary@pinnt.com or search for the page on facebook.
com/groups/pinntclosedmembers/

Birthday Fairies
We have a band of dedicated people who send out
birthday cards to full members who provide their date of
birth and consent to post to them. It’s lovely to see the
‘thank you’ messages posted on the closed PINNT page.
Our volunteers really appreciate your thanks and they
love knowing it made your day special. Please note once
we post them whether they are delivered by the post office
is entirely out of our hands.

Donations
Thank you for all your thoughtful
donations. These come in different
ways; general donations, special
events, in memory of loved ones
as well as regular donations
received directly into the bank.
We are sincerely grateful for every
donation we receive.
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PPP winners, second draw 2019

Thank you to everyone who supports our PINNT Prize Pot (PPP) Club.
Numbers are purchased for £12 a year; we are delighted to announce the winners of the second draw which took place in June.
If you wish to join or find out more information, please email thill@pinnt.com

‘Safety’ poster reminder for those with a central line
You can claim your FREE poster as a PINNT member.
Request your poster now. Telephone: 01202 481625 or email secretary@pinnt.com
Please provide: • Your name • Full postal address • Membership number

PINNT Restaurant Card

All PINNT members can claim a FREE Restaurant Card.

If you would like us to send you a card, please get in touch: secretary@pinnt.com and put‘Restaurant Card’
in the subject box. You can also telephone anyone listed on the back cover.

F o l l ow u s on
T w itte r
@ P I N N Tc h a r i t y
Tell your friends and
follow us.

F o l l ow u s on
instag r a m
N E W ! Please follow us
and tell your friends too.
pinntcharity

It’s that simple and easy - so don’t forget PINNT this year. We still have lots of exciting projects and
we depend on your generosity to help us achieve our goals.
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Sunflower Lanyard
scheme update
In the previous issue (Issue 2, 2019; this can be found on the website in
the members areas), we wrote about how useful the lanyards can be whilst
travelling through airports, railways and ferry terminals to discreetly indicate
to staff that you may need some assistance without having to make an
announcement. If you are a new member of PINNT you may not be aware
of them. Although the lanyard was initially launched at Gatwick Airport, it is
now gaining traction as a nationally recognised symbol of hidden disabilities.
So, not only has it been adopted by most major airports, railways and ferry
terminals it is also recognised in larger supermarkets and the NHS. It means
that staff may simply ask you if you need a hand with anything, without you
having to announce it or search for assistance. More organisations are signing
up to the scheme and it is starting to grow as an internationally recognised
symbol. The higher the uptake the more recognisable it will be. Not everyone
with a hidden disability requires assistance but if you think it may be of use to
you visit www.hiddendisabilitiesstore.com where you can find out more
about the scheme and purchase your own lanyard.

#verify – PINNT’s
medical tag

Our Medical Tag was designed to aid people when out
and about; it’s not just for airports – it’s for use in lots of
public places to provide added verification that the pump
is medical equipment. We are delighted that our Medical
Tag is now available for all members who wish to order
one for their rucksack.
We have received useful feedback, which will help us
modify it and make it even better! Both the Tag and
supporting information will be given an upgrade. We
hope to offer this later this year.

The Medical Tag
will not eliminate
the need for you to
verbally explain what
you have, why you
need it and what’s in
your rucksack. It has
not been designed
to dispense with any
supporting letters you
usually have when
travelling, especially
through an airport
or departure port.
It’s intended use is to ‘verify’ what you’re saying – you are
carrying genuine medical equipment.
This will be an exclusive offer for PINNT members
and the Medical Tag will not be available via any
other source or sponsor.

Safehands Holiday
competition winner

You will receive:
1 medical tag, a covering letter for your personal use
and an information card to slot inside your rucksack
or handbag.
Applications can be made by:
Email: comms@pinnt.com or by post: PINNT, PO
Box 3126, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS
Please include:
• Your full name
•	Address including your postcode
•	A contact telephone number
•	Your PINNT membership number
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Calea homecare, parenteral nutrition (PN)
supply issue to patients
As some of you will be aware, one of the homecare
suppliers who make and deliver parenteral nutrition (PN)
to members, was faced with restrictions being imposed on
their compounding ability following an inspection by the
MHRA (Medicines and Healthcare Regulatory Agency), at
the end of June. Many people were left without their PN
as well as major issues in respect of communications and
reliable information. As soon as PINNT became aware of
this, we contacted relevant bodies to offer support during
what we knew would be a difficult time. It’s a long story and
one we report that is still, sadly, on-going. We have direct
access to the governing bodies and have met with NHS
England and NHS Improvement, MHRA and the Deputy
National Head of Emergency Preparedness, Resilience
and Response, EPRR. This situation has been classified
as a national crisis. We fully understand many people have
lots of questions and are frustrated as to how and why we
ended up in this situation. Indeed, there are questions to be
answered but PINNT is investing its time and resources by
supporting the current situation. Once we can be assured
that all patients in need of their PN are receiving it, then
and only then will we address those matters.
Healthcare professionals are going above and beyond to
support their patients, in difficult circumstances that none
of them wish to be faced with. They fully understand what
it’s like for their patients and wish nothing more than the

Your Letters
Dear PINNT
Attending the meeting in Birmingham
was possibly the best thing I’ve done
in ages. I was feeling extremely low
as I was so concerned about the PN
shortage for Calea patients. At that
point I hadn’t been affected but now
I am. I’ve gone from having my feed
delivered every two weeks to not
knowing what will be delivered and
when. The multi-chambers bags and
fluid bags I now have do not give me
all the nourishment I need but what’s
the alternative! Social media was
supportive at the beginning but now
it fills me with despair… so much so
that I’ve stopped reading much of it.
This is a situation that I believe no-one
wanted to happen. I do not believe
anyone set out to deprive people
of the feed. There are reasons why
Calea was put on restrictions, one day
we may find out the truth but, in the
meantime, I am equally upset by some
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provision of PN to be reinstated as quickly as possible. Also,
the heads of departments within the regulatory bodies also
fully understand the situation, the problem is having enough
capacity to get the PN compounded.
We post updates in our closed Facebook page but they are
always on the News section on our website – if you are keen
to keep up to date please visit www.pinnt.com – News.
To all those who have been affected and have
contacted PINNT, thank you for trusting us with
your thoughts and feeling. We have used them to
provide feedback. If you are affected and wish to
contact us, please do so on comms@pinnt.com
New! A recently launched web page has been
created to answer some of the on-going questions.
It is mainly for those affected but anyone who is
interested can follow this page.
Questions can be submitted and responses will
be provided on a regular basis. You can do this via
the page where queries will go directly to the NHS
England and NHS Improvement customer contact
centre. You will find this link at the bottom of the
page, you can also continue to send questions via
PINNT.
The page can be found on: https://bit.ly/2m5703b

of the comments I read. I’ll contain my
anger until I know where to direct it.
PINNT, thank you for listening to me
when I’ve contacted you, thank you for
also taking members’ feedback to the
relevant people. The charity obviously
has respect for them to keep the lines
of communication open. I know you
will have been doing all you can for
us. The updates on the website are
most helpful, I for one appreciate the
additional work this must be causing
PINNT and for your continued
efforts. We all realise we have months
of this ahead of us. Let’s pray that the
compounding spaces increase so that
many more people can be transferred
off multi-chamber bags and fluids.
Name supplied but not printed
Dear PINNT
A fabulous day of complete relaxation
at the annual meeting in Birmingham.
We had a long journey and a few
hiccups the day before, which nearly
jeopardised our trip but boy was it
worth it. Being among other tube
feeders was a delight, no harsh looks

or awkward moments when tubes
were on display and feeds being given.
It was just normality for everyone.
Even the people from industry felt at
home in the PINNT environment; it’s
always been the case but when you
meet new company representatives
you do wonder how they will react. We
loved the ability to move around the
rooms without restrictions, everything
and everybody had been considered
and catered for. Listening to the choir
brought tears to my eyes, seeing people
who too were also touched by illnesses
etc. made me focus on the ‘can do’
rather than the ‘can’t do’. I’ve always
been a positive person but when you
face so many obstacles to achieve the
smallest of things, life sometimes tests
your resilience. Thanks for organising
such a motiving and inclusive meeting
for us all.
CJ
Thanks to everyone who sent in
kinds words of thanks for not
only the annual get together but
for producing such an amazing
HAN week 2019.

Research into central line infections supported by PINNT
I am pleased to share an update on a programme of
research which aims to improve the diagnosis, treatment
and prevention of infections in central lines. It is hoped
that the outcomes of this project will provide new insights
into the prevention and treatment of central line infections
when using antibiotics. Having worked for many years with
patients prescribed parenteral nutrition and encountering
the complexities of line infections it was clearly an area
where new research could have beneficial outcomes for
patients. The project is supported by a research grant from
an organisation called the National Institute for Health
Research, often abbreviated to NIHR.
The involvement of patients has been a key aspect of
this project. The advice of a number of hospital patients
– regarding the design of the study – was critical as their
input facilitated a more perceptive appreciation of not only
how research into line infections might benefit patients, but
also how patients might feel on being approached to take
part in a research study.
Adult patients prescribed parenteral nutrition in the hospital
were invited to take part in the study. Those who consented
were followed up and, if they developed a suspected line
infection, their management adhered to routine clinical
practice so that no additional tests or delay to treatment
occurred. However, for the purpose of the project, bacteria
found in the routine blood samples of these patients were
tested using some additional techniques that may offer some
advantages in the future. An example of the techniques
used is one called "calorimetry" (please see photograph 1) which

detects bacteria by the temperature they produce as they
grow. It is important that the instrument used to identify
this rise in temperature is very sensitive because bacteria do
not produce much heat because of their small size. If the
bacteria are mixed with an antibiotic to which the bacteria
are sensitive, the growth of the bacteria will be affected
as can be seen in the Figure. Another technique involves
the use of a dye to establish the presence or absence of
bacteria (please see photograph 2). In addition to bacteria from
consenting patients in the hospital, bacteria obtained from
a reference laboratory are also being tested.

PINNT has provided invaluable support to this research
from the outset due to the potential benefits to enhance
patients' quality of life. I will continue to liaise with PINNT
to progress this ongoing project. There's still a long way to
go, so please watch this space to keep updated on further
developments!

Photograph 2.

Peter Austin

Photograph 1. Sample of bacteria in a vial to the bottom
left of the image being tested using “calorimetry”.
The instrument can be seen in the bottom right of the
image.

Dr Peter Austin is funded by a
National Institute for Health
Research (NIHR) Clinical
Lectureship for this research
project. This report presents
independent research. The
views expressed are those
of the author(s) and not
necessarily those of the NHS,
the NIHR or the Department
of Health and Social Care.
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UK Transport special

Bus travel with a disability in:
England - Bus passengers aged over
65 or with a disability have been
entitled to travel free of charge on any
off-peak local service in England since
2007, thanks to the English National
Concessionary Travel Scheme.
A recent change in the law in England
– meaning that this service no longer
needs to be reviewed every five years
– means that disabled and older
people in England will continue to
benefit from free off-peak bus travel
for years to come, without fear that
this law will be abolished.
To apply for a Concessionary bus pass
in England and to check eligibility
visit:
www.gov.uk/apply-fordisabled-bus-pass or www.gov.
uk/apply-for-elderly-personbus-pass
Scotland - If you are over 60 or have
a disability or are the companion/
carer of a disabled child under fiveyears-of-age, you could be eligible
for free bus travel to get around
Scotland. You can access this via the
National Entitlement Card, your pass
to free bus travel in Scotland. To find
out full information and whether you
are eligible visit: www.transport.
gov.scot/concessionary-travel/
60plus-or-disabled/#
Wales - You may be entitled to a free
bus pass in Wales if you are disabled
or are aged 60 or over. To apply for it
you must contact your local authority
to see if you are eligible, as criteria
may vary. Visit the website below to
easily enter your details and find out
who you should contact to apply:
www.gov.wales/apply-bus-pass
Northern Ireland - You may apply
for a Half Fare Smart Pass if you
are disabled and at least one or the
following applies to you: You are in
receipt of a Personal Independent
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Payment; Disability Living Allowance;
are partially sighted, have a learning
disability or have been refused a
driving licence. To apply for your
Half Fare Smart Pass, you need to do
one of the following:
•	Visit in person any manned
Translink bus or rail station
•	Phone 028 9066 6630 (deaf and
hard-of-hearing applicants can
use the textphone number 18001
9066 6630)
•	Email: smartpass@translink.
co.uk to ask for a form to be
posted to you
To find out if you are eligible visit:
www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/
half-fare-smartpass
Disabled rail card
Individuals with a range of disabilities
or in need of constant care may be
entitled to a Disabled Person’s Rail
Card in England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland. This means
that you can get a card which entitles
you to a third off your train fare for
both you and a friend. You can also
phone ahead to get special assistance
at the railway station if required. To
find out if you are eligible visit: www.
disabledpersons-railcard.co.uk/
are-you-eligible/
Transport for London card
If you struggle to stand and need to
use public transport in London on
a regular basis, there is a free badge
and card available to help you alert
fellow customers that you need a
seat. To find out more and see if
you are eligible visit: www.tfl.gov.
uk/campaign/please-offer-me-aseat
Not sure what may be available?
Don’t forget to also enquire with your
local council to find out if there are
any specific travel schemes that may

benefit you in your locality. Sometimes
there are local projects to assist people
getting around. It is always worth
checking as you could be missing out
on valuable support.
Blue Badge scheme – change to
English Law
The Blue Badge Scheme has been
extended for the first time since the
1970s to now include people with
hidden disabilities.
The Department for Transport has
issued new guidance to councils in
England on Blue Badge parking
permit eligibility, along with a new
online eligibility checker to make the
scheme clearer for people before they
apply. Hidden disabilities come in
many forms and not all will be eligible
for the badge, but it is worth checking
online if you think that a blue badge
might be suitable for you.
Please note that currently this
new law is only applicable in
England.
A Blue Badge costs £10 in England,
£20 in Scotland, £10 in Northern
Ireland and it is free in Wales.
You can apply for a Blue Badge in
England or Wales by visiting the link
below:
w w w. g o v. u k / g o v e r n m e n t /
publications/blue-badge-can-iget-one/can-i-get-a-blue-badge
To apply for a Blue Badge in Scotland
visit:
www.mygov.scot/applyblue-badge/
To apply for a Blue Badge in Northern
Ireland visit:
www.nidirect.gov.uk/services/
apply-or-renew-blue-badgeonline
(all prices shown correct at time of
going to print)

Groups updates
Nottinghamshire Regional group
The first ever Nottinghamshire Regional PINNT
Group met in June. This group provided a muchneeded facility in Nottinghamshire for adults and
children living with artificial nutrition alongside
their family members and carers. This is now
the second PINNT group meeting to run in the
East Midlands, alongside the more established
Leicester group. Our new group provides a second
hub for PINNT members to attend and for some
less need to travel too far; it’s also provided the
opportunity to attend both venues, giving the
option of more frequent support.
The meeting was facilitated by the Nottinghamshire
Home Enteral Feeding team. Louise Thompson, PINNT
Ambassador, kicked off the meeting with a fun icebreaker
which involved seated yoga movements to music. This was
followed by an interesting talk from Nutricia on how they

can support patients on tube feeds when going away on
their holidays. This was both informative and relevant
considering the meeting took place at the start of the
summer months. It felt important to provide a ‘user’s’
perspective to the meeting and so I provided information
on the range of benefits that can be gained by joining
PINNT. This information was further supplemented by
the display of a range of PINNT information booklets.
A break for tea and coffee provided an opportunity to
move around the room and mingle; also, to support the
raffle and help raise PINNT funds. Following the break
group members engaged in small group activities, where
each table discussed amongst themselves how they would
like the group to run in future meetings. Pre-prepared
question and answer sheets provided the opportunity for
written comments and verbal feedback was also given. All
ideas and suggestions will be collated and used to organise
the next and future meetings.
There was great group interaction with positive ideas and
suggestions. Thanks are given to Louise and her team
for organising and facilitating this first meeting. I am
certainly looking forward to the next one, and I’m sure
that sentiment is shared by many others who attended this
inaugural event.
Janet Darby
Nottinghamshire

East Yorkshire and Humberside group
The East Yorkshire and Humberside Regional Group represents adults on parenteral nutrition and/or intravenous
fluids. The first meeting took place in October 2013 in response to the needs of the patients requiring additional peer
support following discharge from hospital, this has enabled the team to address the on-going needs of the patients and
their carers.
The Nutrition team at Hull University Teaching Hospital NHS Trust strive to make a difference to patients within
their care, providing support throughout the patients’ and relatives’ journey.
Our regional group hold meetings twice yearly in June and October. We work differently in relation to other groups
– completing mini training sessions in response to what our patients want additional information about.
We have covered a wide variety of topics which have included: Caring for central access, looking at oral hydration needs,
understanding medication and vitamins, blood result insight, holiday planning and destinations visited, reviewing the
per 1000-day catheter rates, hospital admissions and pump updates. The patients have also devised a support group
leaflet.
In addition to the presentations above, the nutrition team have responded to the group’s requirements and have
completed a number of supporting documents to aid patient care. These have included a patient passport. This was
devised in response to one of our patients being admitted to the emergency department out of hours. The passport
contains relevant information about the type of access, PN or fluid regime, medication taken and contact information
for the nutrition team.
One patient asked: “You teach us to care for our line but what is it we are infusing and how is it made?” We recognised
there was an on-going educational requirement and made a DVD displaying how PN is made. We use this as an
educational resource for both patients and professional staff.
We have just completed our June meeting and have welcomed a number of new patients and relatives. We are now
busy planning our next meeting for October!
Pip
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Local PINNT activities
PINNT get-togethers 2019/20

Please notify us if you are planning to attend any of the groups, thank you.
Please send your Group’s dates for publication to: secretary@pinnt.com
Leicester:
12th October 2019, 10.30 am – 12.30 pm. Thorpe Astley Community
Centre, Lakin Drive, Leicester LE3 3RU.
East Yorkshire and Humberside (HPN) only:
22nd October 2019, 12.00 noon - 3.00pm, Castle Hill Hospital,
Hull University Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, Queen’s Oncology/
Haematology Seminar Room.
Bristol group:
30th October 2019, 2.00pm - 4.00pm, Freeways Leigh Court Day
Centre % Hydrotherapy, Abbots Leigh, Pill Road, Bristol BS8 3RA
(www.freeways.org.uk)
South East/Berkshire:
7th November 2019, 12.30 – 2.30 pm. Earley Crescent Resource
Centre, Warbler Drive, Earley, Reading, RG6 4HB

Nottinghamshire:
29th November 2019, 1.30 – 3.30 pm. Westdale Community Centre,
Westdale Lane, Mapperley, Nottingham, NG3 6ES
South West:
3rd December 2019, 2.00 - 4.00 pm, Best Western Passage Hotel,
Templar Room, Hackney Lane, Kingsteignton, Newton Abbott,
Devon TQ12 3QH
North West:
12th March 2020 and 10th September 2020, 12.30 - 2.30pm, All
Saints Church, 2 Vicarage Road, Hoole, Chester CH2 3HZ
Birmingham:
Meeting to be announced soon.

PINNT Ambassadors

Please contact us for information, support or just a chat

East Anglia:
Tracy Hill.
Tel - 01945 780909 - Email: thill@pinnt.com
North West:
Liz Taylor.
Tel - 07801 650067 - Email: ltaylor@pinnt.com
South Wales:
Paul Phillips.
Tel - 07802 429872
Norwich:
Jackie Riseborough.
Tel - 01263 834762
South East:
Rhian Howells.
Tel - 01635 273710
Email: rhian.howells@berkshire.nhs.uk
Birmingham:
Gaynor Morgan.
Email: gmorgan@pinnt.com
Leicester:
Phil Roberts.
Tel - 0116 222 7161
Email: philip.roberts@lnds.nhs.uk

Nottinghamshire:
Janet Darby.
Tel - 07583 854091
Email: jdarby@pinnt.com
Louise Thompson.
Tel - 0115 9691169 Ext 54008
Email: louise.thompson@nuh.nhs.uk
South West:
Jane Gagg.
Tel - 01803 654951 - Email - jane.gagg@nhs.net
Georgie Adams.
Tel - 01392 404635 Email - gadams1@nhs.net
Lisa Cripps.
Tel - 01752 432562 Email - lisa.cripps@nhs.net
Bristol:
Julie Barker.
Tel - 0117 342 7515
Email: julie.barker2@uhbristol.nhs.uk
East Yorkshire and Humberside (HPN Only):
Philippa Macelhinney. Tel - 07827 937025
Email: philippa.macelhinney@hey.nhs.uk

WEBSITE ADDRESS

Dont’t forget to log on to: www.pinnt.com
where you can access all kinds of PINNT information, some of which is available to download.
Our new website is full of new and exciting items - pay a visit and provide us with your feedback.
www.pinnt.com

